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No doubt you plan to start a successful legal career soon, so here’s a tip:

Start reading Law Week now. While you’re still in law school.

Why? Because top attorneys nationwide read Law Week every week, and as you know, it’s never a bad idea to follow in the footsteps of the best. But more importantly—

Law Week gives you complete coverage of today’s most important cases, with immediate notification of precedent-setting court decisions in every legal field, plus unparalleled Supreme Court reporting.

Indeed, Law Week puts you on the cutting edge of American law.

What better way to start a successful legal career.

Make your move now. Ask your professor for details on Law Week’s low student rates today.
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Number 1
Apology

In Issue Four of Volume 29 of the Indiana Law Review, an article appeared entitled, 1995 Survey of Indiana Commercial Code. This article was based on a draft manuscript solicited from Professor Bruce A. Markell of the Indiana University School of Law—Bloomington. After Professor Markell withdrew the article, a misunderstanding within the editorial staff of Volume 29 of the Review caused the article to be published with numerous changes not approved by Professor Markell, and attributed to Diane Rae Hurtt. Ms. Hurtt does not claim the article as her own. The Indiana Law Review, however, wishes to set the record straight, and apologizes to its readers and to Professor Markell for the incident and the inaccuracy.

Should readers wish to refer to the article in the future, the accurate citation would be: Comment, 1995 Survey of Indiana Commercial Code, 29 IND. L. REV. 1127 (1996).